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WORLD TAEKWANJETSU MARTIAL ARTS FEDERATION
COMPETITION REGULATIONS OF W.T.A.MJ.M.F

1.

REACH OF VALIDITY
W.T.A.J.M.F leaded championships will be leaded following
the technical and organisational rules of this competition
regulations. In case of deviations the promoter/organiser has
to mention in the announcement.

2.

EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY
The participation in W.T.AJ.M.F championships happens
exclusive
on
the
own
risk.
The promoter/organiser won’t take upon liability in case of
injuries
or
damage
to
property.

3.

COMPETITION EVENTS
The champion ship will be leaded in the events free fighting“ .

4.

ANNOUNCEMENT
The announcement has to include at least:
 Date of the announcement
 Name of the promoter
 Name of the organiser
 Sort of the event
 Date and place of the event
 Begin and end of the balance
 Begin of competition
 Participants (age/W.T.A.J.M.F members)
 Sort of competition
 Categories
 Degrees/grade
 Class of weight
 Quantity of the fighting areas
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 Reference to the competition regulations
 Prizes
 Duties (amount/date and sort of payment / supposition of
restitution in case of no
participation)
 End for registration
 Address for registration
In addition to this should be included:
 List of entries (participants/referees/coaches)
 Form description of the uniform clothing
 Form explanation of agreement
 Route
 Overnight accommodation (if necessary)
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5.

PARTICIPANTS
To participate in an W.T.A.J.M.F competition it is unavoidable
to be a regular member of W.T.A.J.M.F. The proof results with
the W.T.A.J.M.F passport including the valid annual ticket. In
“open competitions” different regulations can be made.
Minors have to present a written declaration of assent of one
parent.

6.

COACHES
A coach has to meet following requirements:
 full legal age
 professional qualification
 proof of W.T.A.J.M.F referee licence or coach licence
 at open competitions proof of referee licence of the
respective federation

7.

REFEREES
A referee has to meet following requirements:
 full legal age
 professional qualification
 proof of the legal W.T.A.J.M.F referee licence adequate to
the competition
 at open competitions it is not allowed to make different
regulations
 the available referees have to be mentioned with the
registration

8.

EXCLUSION OF PARTICIPATION
It is impossible for referees to be an active fighter. If there is
no practical operation as a referee in the events “forms” or
“free fight” a participation is possible. Further regulations
have to be mentioned in the announcement. Beyond it an
exclusion results with the obstruction of active fighters,
referees and coaches for the competitions of W.T.A.J.M.F.
Fighters with the right licence and national representatives
can function as coaches, if there are not enough not
participating people.

9.

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
The W.T.A.J.M.F-International forms a technical committee,
which consists of the technical director as well as 2 further Areferees. The committee decides by majority votes about
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questions of interpretation in this competition rules, the
graduation to become A-referee as well as about the
employment of referees on World Championships. On these
competitions the committee has the function of the main
referee.
The technical director leads the committee and manages the
body of referees including the list of A-referees. In absence of
other members of the committee he represents the
committee.II
REFEREE REGULATION
REFEREE LICENCES
C = referee with the graduation beginning black belt
B = national referee with the graduation beginning brown belt
A = international referee with the graduation beginning black belt

REACH OF ACTION
D-referees can be appointed from 18 years to the new blood-, clubor school-competitions or comparable competitions as side-judge
or form referees. From 20 years, they can be appointed with these
competitions also as fight-leaders.
C-referees can be appointed from 18 years to the new blood-, clubor school-competitions or comparable competitions as side-judge
or form referees. Beyond this from 22 years, they can be appointed
with these competitions as fight-leaders and main-referees.
B-referees can be appointed from 22 years with competitions on
state or national level also as fight-leaders and form-referees.
A-referees can be appointed from 22 years with competitions
beginning
state
level
also
as
main-referees.
The nomination of the referees for competitions beginning national
level takes place through the national main-referee, the technical
committee of the W.T.A.J.M.F decides about the employment on
World Championships.
ACQUISITION OF REFEREE LICENCES
E-REFEREE licences will be given after the participation at 2
referee-courses (at least one with the topic free-fight).
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D/C-licences will be given after the participation at 2 refereecourses (at least one with the topic free-fight and one with the
topic forms).
B-licences are given after prior acquisition of the C licence
with regular participation at referee-courses and with
adequate practical performance with competitions. The
valuation and the conferment of licences takes place through
the national main-referee.
A-licences are given after previous acquisition of the B licence
with regular participation at referee-courses and with regular
participation as well as adequate performance at
competitions. The valuation takes place through the technical
committee of the W.T.A.J.M.F-International. The licenceconferment takes place through the technical director of the
W.T.A.J.M.F-International after previous proposition through
the national main-referee and the confirmation of the
capability
with
an
international
competition
VALIDITY OF REFEREE LICENCES
The conferment of an licence and registration is possible only
with the W.T.A.J.M.F-passport and valid annual ticket.
Without valid annual ticket all licences immediately decline
and the registration has to be deleted. Referees therefore have
to prove until at the latest to the 31.01. of every year their
membership through a valid annual ticket.
The validity of the referee licence must be confirmed by the
participation at 2 referee-courses within the calendar year. A
referee licence can also be confirmed through the
participation in a referee-course and the participation in two
competitions on at least national level through the nomination
through the national main-referee.
Candidates and coaches confirm their licence through the
participation at a referee-course with the topic free fight.
A-referees have to take part in an international introduction
every three years with a member of the technical committee
during World Championship. The participation has to be
reported to the technical director. In case of non-participation
it comes to a re-gradation.
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RE-GRADATION OF REFEREE-LICENCES
A referee who has not confirmed his referee-license within a
calendar year will be re-graded. C/D-referee-licences and
candidate/coach licences will lose their validity. If somebody
has not confirmed his referee-licence or his candidate/coach
licence within two calendar yeas will be deactivated and his
registration will be deleted.
Re-gradations of A-referees have to be reported to the
technical director of the W.T.A.J.M.F- by the main referee of
the corresponding country.
1.

REFEREES SCALE OF CHARGES
The scale of charges depends on the respective national
regulations.

2.

REFEREE REMUNERATION
The remuneration for competitions depends on the national
regulations. The remuneration for competitions OF
TAEKWANJETSU will be fixed W.T.A.J.M.F.
Referees with a B-licence are not entitled for remuneration.

3.

REFEREE CLOTHING
At competitions beginning state level the referee-clothing is
mandatory provided.
The referee-clothing consists of:
 black pants
 white shirt/blouse
 W.T.A.J.M.F necktie (DARK BLUE)
 Dark jacket with W.T.A.J.M.F-referee emblem
 sport white shoes

4.

LEGAL PROTECTION
At every competition referees are enjoying legal protection
through W.T.A.J.M.F. Each organising
W.T.A.J.M.F-country
has to take out a legal costs insurance.

5.

DISCIPLINARY ACTION/MEASURES
If there are violations of referees and coaches against the
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competition regulations especially in the sense of the DO
unworthy behaviour the competition-management as well as
the main-referee have to intervene.
The relevant referee/coach has to be excluded from the
competition and has to leave the gymnasium The situation has
to be reported to the national main-referee. He adjudicates
together with the responsible discipline-president and a
representative of the executive of WTAJMF about further
measures. If necessary, at representative of the nationally
arbitration has to be consulted.
If a referee is doing an insufficient performance during a
competition, the competition-management and/or the national
main-referee have to induce the redemption of the referee. The
situation has to be reported to the national main-referee. The
national main-referee adjudicates about further measures.
Outstanding positive performances beginning at competitions
on state level have to be reported to the national main-referee
by the competition-management and/or the main-referee.
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REGULATION FREE FIGHT
1.

JUDGES COMPOSITION
The judges consists at least of:
 1 main-referee
 1 fight leader
 3 side-judges
 1 timekeeper
 1 secretary

2.

EQUIPMENT
 current announcement of the competition
 competition regulations
 signal disks RED and BLUE
 red belt
 watch
 scoreboard for points - deficit-appraisal – admonitions

3.

FIGHTING AREA
 6 - 8 meters each side
 Beginning the state level, below, falling back to 6-8 meters
 Safe distance to the fighting area: 1 meter
 Mark of the body in the distance of 2 meters in the middle of
the fighting area

4.

STRUCTURE OF PARTICIPANTS
Beginning state level, female and male participants always
start separated.
Beginning state level, no separation takes place referring to
graduation-steps.
Beginning Europe , Asian , African, American-championship
level the graduation blue-belt (in accordance with the style)
and the age of at least 16 years is unavoidable.
WIGHT class single:

5.

children's 6-10 years
-15kg , - 18kg , -21kg , - 24kg , -27kg , - -30kg , -33kg , - 36kg , 39kg , -42kg , +42kg
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cadets 10-14 years
-30KG,-33KG,-36KG,-40KG,-44KG,-48KG,-53KG-57KG,-62KG ,66kg , +66kg
Junior 15 to 18 years
-42KG,-45KG,-48KG,-52KG,-56KG,-60KG,-64KG,-69KG,-75KG,80kg,+80kg
Ladies from 18-34 years
-42KG,-45KG,-48KG,-51KG,-54KG,-57KG,-60KG,-64KG,-69KG,75kg,+75kg
Men 18-34 years
-50KG,-53KG , - 56KG, -59KG, -63KG, -67KG, -71KG, -75KG, 81KG, -90 KG , +91KG

From state level onwards there is no consolidation of the
weight classes. Deviations on tournaments below state level
have to be announced in the invitation.

Weight-class team:
Beginning International championship level:
Men and ladies 1 fighter per weight-class. If there is no fighter
in one weight class, a fighter of the weight class below can
start, but he is not allowed to fight in his normal weight class
at the same time.

6.

FIGHT-MODE:
That competition will be enforced in the POINT STOP
procedure. The winner is, who has achieved the most points
after end of fighting .
The winner with technical K. O. is, who has knock out
because of heavy Punish or kick
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COMPETITION-SYSTEM:
Senior (17 – 34 years old)
In first term 2 rounds x 3 minuets x 1 minuets rest
in final term 3 rounds x 3 minuets x 1 minuets rest

Junior (14 – 17 years old)
First term

2 rounds x 1.30 sec x 1 minuets rest

Final term

3 rounds x 2 minuets x 1 minuets rest

Cadets (6 – 14 years old)
First term (2 rounds x 1 minuet)
Final term (3 rounds x 1 minuet)
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PROTECTION-EQUIPMENT/SECURITY-CONDITIONS:
For the participation at the free fight the following equipment is
unavoidable
a departure by theses regulations is impossible.
Abdomen-protection-for-female-and-male-participants
 The abdomen-protection has to be carried under the clothing.
Foot-protection.
 The protection has to cover the top of the foot, including the
toes,
until
to
the
ankle.
 The toenails have to be kept short.
Hand-protection
 The protection has to have the weight of 4 OUNCESS for each
weight-class
 Hand and foot-protection have to consist out of elastic and
padded
material,
neither
including hard pieces like metal, hard-plastic, zippers, buttons
nor
being
tied
up
with
strings
In-addition,-following-protection-equipment-is-admitted:
Shin-protection-under-the-clothing
Breast-protection-for-ladies-under-the-clothing
Gum-shield
Head-protection
For shin-, breast-, and head-protection the same material
regulation
is
valid
as
for
the
material-of-hand-and-foot-protection
The-main-referee-decides-the-participation-at-the-competition
To-wear-any-sort-of-jewellery-is-prohibited
To-wear-glasses-is-prohibited
To-wear-scarfs-or-any-sort-of-loose-clothing-is-prohibited
CLOTHING REGULATION FOR PARTICIPANTS AND COACHES:
The clothing of the participants have to correspond with the
taekwanjetsu mentioned in the regulation of the disciplinepresident.
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The outer garments have to show at least the federation-logo (right
side). In addition to this
a club-/school logo can be shown (left
side).
At open competitions the uniform clothing has to be described in
form
and
colour
in
the
registration.
It is not allowed to roll up the clothing.
The participation is just allowed in uniform, registered and formal
clothing.
The clothing of the coaches has to be clearly different to the
clothing
of
referees
and
participants.
Beginning national competition level the armlet also has to show
the
national
colours
and
the
federation-logo.
FUNCTION/BEHAVIOUR OF THE COACH
The coach has to be outside of the safe distance to the fight-area.
The coach has to sit down on a chair/box.
The coach supports his participant with:
 Help to put on the protection-equipment
 Undertone instructions during the fight
 Watching his participant keeping the rules
 Enter a protest to the fight-leader in case of an irregularity of the
judges
 Giving up the fight with throwing
a white towel
 The coach is subject of the competition regulation but especially
the rules .
In case of violations against the competition regulation an
admonition will be entered by the fight-leader.
In case of renewed violation the main-referee has to be asked.
Then the main-referee has to:
 Stop the fight
 Send the coach out of the gymnasium
 Report the situation to the national-main-referee
The national-main-referee adjudicates with at representative of the
executive, the responsible discipline-president and, if necessary, a
representative of the arbitration about further measures.
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With violations additional against the rules , like for example
contempt of the opponent and/or of the judges, it has to be proceed
without prior admonition of the fight-leader and main-referee like
mentioned above.
INJURIES
In case of injuries the fight immediately has to be interrupted of the
fight-leader. The uninjured participant has to stay outside of the
fight-area accompanied by his coach with his back to the fight-area.
The main referee calls the ambulance or the doctor if necessary.For
the treatment, at first the fight time is available, after ending of the
fight time the fight is to be stopped.
The main referee has to decide about the continuation of the fight
after talking to the ambulance. In case of a stop in cause of injuries
the fight-leader has to rate as follows:
Injury without outside fault as well as own fault
 Opponent will be appointed to winner
Injury through culpable action through the opponent
 Opponent will be disqualified
 The casualty will be appointed to winner
 If it is impossible for the casualty to continuing the participation
the
opponent
has
to
be
excluded of the competition
GIVING UP
Only the participant or the coach can give up a fight. The main
referee has to appoint the opponent to winner.
PROTEST
A protest only can be entered by the concerned coach with the
main referee to the main-referee. The protest only can result in case
of a infringement of the judges, not concerning decisions of facts. If
necessary the fight has to be interrupted immediately and the
protest has to be entered by the concerning coach to the mainreferee in the presence of the fight-leader. Afterwards the mainreferee decides about the protest and if necessary about further
measures. Another protest against this decision-or-thepronounced-measures-is-not-allowed.
All the protest has to be written on a form and has directly to be
paid with a deposit of $ 20,00. If the protest is positively accepted
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the deposit will be paid back directly; if the protest is negatively to
be answered the deposit will be going to the book-keeper of the
WTAJMF-INTERNATIONAL by international fights, otherwise to the
book-keeper of the WTAJMF national.
VALUATION CRITERIONS
The free-fight competitions will be lead in taekwanjetsu
SEMICONTACT
The implementation of a technique in the Semi contact defines as
follows:
 The intensity of the technique may not have an injury as
consequence.
 The control of the technique through the fighter has to be
guaranteed
in
the
way,
that
the
contact with his opponent is limited on the upholstery of the
protection-equipment
and
further beating being left undone.

PERMITTED TECHNIQUE/PERFORMANCE
Foot-techniques:
All defined foot-techniques are allowed to become applied, like
onward-,
sideways-,
circleand
Hook-pushes.
In addition to this foot-pushes from outside, but the balance of the
opponent must be gone in order to get a positive valuation.
Hand-technique:
All defined hand-techniques are allowed to be applied as boxing
Techniqe .
But with out using face.
Further techniques
 Throws
 Lifting-ups
* sweeps
* sezours

VALUATION
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Positive valuations:
1 POINT
 Hand-technique to the middle level out of the stand or jumped
 Foot-technique to the middle level out of the stand
 Foot-push from outside to the low level
2 POINTS
 Foot-technique to the middle level with the jump
3 POINTS
1- Foot-technique to the upper level out stand
2- throwing to the fighter on the floor by using Taekwanjetsu
technique
3- Sweep technique to throw the other fighter
4 POINTS
.

Foot- technique to the upper level with the jump
Tier kick
5 POINTS
Secures

negatives valuations:
BLACK POINT ( 3 PENALATY POINT MINUSE )
 Attacking the back, spinal column, larynx, back of one’s
head (without contact)
 Attacking below the waistline (without contact)
 Turning one’s back
 Faking an injury
 Passiveness
 Escape for the fight
 Embracing
 Holding without action
 Uncontrolled technique (without contact)
 Attacking with a forbidden technique (without contact)
WARNING ( 2 PENALATY POINT MINUSE )
 All actions that already have been punished with an
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admonition
 Attacking the back, spinal column, larynx, back of one’s
head
 Attacking below the waistline
 Continuing beating after the stop-command
 Attacking of an at the ground lying fighter
 Attacking with the fist-inside
 Attacking with an uncontrolled technique
 Attacking with a forbidden technique
DISQUALIFICATION (DECISION OF THE FIGHT-LEADER & MAIN
REFEREE)
 The 3rd caution
 Losing the fighting spirit of the martial arts and losing the selfcontrol
 Knocking out or down
 Expression of disapproval to the opponent and the judges
 Wearing jewellery or similar things
 Too long toenails
 Repeated ignoring of fight-leader-instructions
 Obvious consumption of alcohol and drugs
 Beginning without correct protection-equipment
 No beginning after 1 minute after the 3rd call
JUDGES
COMPOSITION:
The judges consist at least of
 1 main-referee
 1 fight-leader
 1 secretary
3 judges

EQUIPMENT
 Actual announcement of the competition
 Competition regulations
 if necessary scoreboard for the valuation
 if necessary a small balance
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FIGHTING AREA
 6-8 meters by 6-8 standard with an additional safety area of one
meter
 The fight-area has to be last but not least well marked in cause of
legal and safety reasons
 The fight-leader and the referees are sitting in the middle 2 m in
front of the fight-area
 The entrance-line will be marked with a 1 meter tape 1 meter in
front of the fight-area on
the opposite side of the judges
 The starting-place is noncommittal
Age fighters:
Youth Children in the age until including 6-14 years
Junior Teenager in the age until including 14-17 years
Senior Teenagers and adults from 17-34 years
COMPETITION MODE
The winner is who has got the highest total-score .
Age fighters
Youth

children in the age until including 6 – 14 years

Junior

teenager in the age until including 14 – 17 years

Senior teenager in the age until including 17 above
CLOTHING REGULATIONS
The suit has to agree with TAEKWANJETSU, has to be clean and
correct. Changes like for example rolling up arms or legs or similar,
is not allowed. The hands and feet are not allowed to be covered.
Carrying jewellery or similar is not allowed.
COMPETITION PERFORMANCE
Single competition:
The fight begins with the fighter standing on the entrance-line after
the call. 1 minute after the 3rd call the not beginning fighters will be
disqualified. On the entrance-line, the fighter adjusts his suit and
greets the judges before he enters the fight-area. On the fight-area
the fighter greets the judges again and intodruces himself and his
form adequate to TAEKWANJETSU MARTIAL ARTS style.
After intodrucing the fighter goes independently into the startingpoint and begins with the for form.
VALUATION
The valuation follows the valuation-criterions and the valuation-
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formula. The general impression of the form is crucial. The form
should show the character of a fight clearly. The etiquette is the
outstanding criterion because it is expression of the inside and
outside attitude of the W.T.A.J.M.F-fighter.
VALUATION CRITERIONS
 Etiquette
 Expression
 Technique
 Movement
 Dynamics
 Smooth
 Strength
NOT VALUATED CRITERIONS
 Diagram
 Changes in the course of a traditional form
 Artistic
DEFINITION OF VALUATION CRITERIONS
Technique:
Precision, accuracy in stand, respiration and line of vision while
standing, defence and attack must be shown clearly
Movement:
Precision in the coordination and the course of a movement, clear
and
plain
implementation
Dynamics:
kinetic (through strength-effect moving) and static (through
strength-conditions recumbent) energy in the interplay of course of
movement
Smooth:
Rhythmic, harmonic transition of a movement or a movementcomplex to the other. Harmonic, uniform run.
Strength:
Static and dynamic muscle-tension, size and speed of the
muscle-contraction
Expression:
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Determination., credibility, facial expression, individuality,
charisma
Etiquette:
Appearance, suit, intonation, discipline, athletic

PROTEST
A protest only can be entered the coach with the fight-leader
to the main-referee. The protest only can take place in case of
an infringement through the judges. The protest has to be
entered directly. The main-referee afterwards decides about
the protest and if necessary about further measures. Another
protest against this decision as well as against further
measures is not allowed.
All the protest has to be written on a form and has directly to
be paid with a deposit of JD 15,00. If the protest is positively
accepted the deposit will be paid back directly. If the protest is
negatively to be answered the deposit will be going to the
book-keeper of the W.T.A.J.M.F
by international fights,
otherwise to the book-keeper of the W.T.A.J.M.F national
federation.

